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eDOC Adds a Partner Relations Manager!  

MIDDLEBURY, VT– November 21, 2022 

eDOC Innovations, a leading eCommerce CUSO based in Vermont, has experienced tremendous 

growth brought about by its strategic partnership and focused integration with various cores and 

loan origination systems (LOS). To date, the CUSO has established partnership relations with at 

least 10 core processors and multiple LOS and other strategic partners. Several other entities are 

in varying phases of building integration. To add focus and more fully serve this segment of 

eDOC’s business, the CUSO has brought in Joe Polaski to fill the much-needed position of 

Partner Relations Manager. Joe comes with an extensive experience in Business Relations 

Management, having served credit unions and their members as an intermediary between the 

mortgage operations center, clients, and borrowers for the most recent 15 years in the northern 

New England area. Joe attended the University of Connecticut and holds a Bachelor of Arts 

degree, majoring in English. Joe is thrilled to go to work. 

“We are excited to welcome Joe into the eDOC Family. His experience will fill the ever-growing 

need for a focused professional in our team who will serve as the focal point in hardening 

relationships with current strategic partners while further developing new ones. As a seasoned 

professional, he brings a tremendous experience in the relationship business that will also be an 

added source of expertise to our Sales and Marketing team,” comments Mark Fierro, CEO at 

eDOC.  

“I am thrilled to be a part of the exciting world of eDOC. I look forward to strengthening and 

expanding eDOC's relationships and assisting credit unions in creating a better member 

experience. One of Robert Louis Stevenson's quotes best expresses the critical nature of helping 

credit unions: "Don't judge each day by the harvest you reap but by the seeds that you plant." Joe 

Polaski added, "I can't wait to get going and to share the news with my friends in the credit union 

space."  

Focused on the Future 

 

About eDOC Innovations, Inc. 

eDOC Innovations is the nationwide leader in mobile enterprise digital transaction management and e-

commerce software for credit unions. For over 30 years, eDOC Innovations has been designing 

solutions to reduce overhead, increase operational efficiency, and provide convenience to members. 

eDOC Innovations’ products include solutions for remote mobile and in-branch closings, mobile e-

signature processing, digital asset lifecycle management, intelligent and interactive form automation, 

mobile remote deposit capture, electronic statements, and more. To learn more about our technology, 

visit www.edoclogic.com or give us a call at 800-425-7766 option 2. 
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